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Wisconsin Family Action Responds to Pre-Enforcement Lawsuit Filed  
Commissioned photographer and blogger sues for right to create & speak 

MADISON, WI – Earlier this week, Wisconsin Family Action partner Alliance Defending Freedom filed a law 
suit in Dane County Circuit Court on behalf of Amy Lynn Photography Studio. The Studio and its owner, 
Madison resident Amy Lawson are suing the City of Madison and the State of Wisconsin because a city 
ordinance and a state law prevent her from creating and speaking in accordance with her beliefs.  Wisconsin 
Family Action president Julaine Appling issued the following statement: 

“We have long known that Madison’s public accommodations ordinance is draconian—overreaching and free-
speech chilling—and that the state public accommodations law is one of the broadest in the country. This pre-
enforcement challenge to both Madison’s ordinance and the state law are timely, not just for Amy Lawson and 
her Amy Lynn Photography Studio, but for many others who are engaged in creative vocations where these 
laws essentially shut down their free speech. 

“Our Wisconsin constitution and our US constitution clearly provide for free speech and freedom of conscience, 
and neither one turns on the viewpoint espoused. Just because Amy’s viewpoint as expressed in her creative, 
commissioned photography and her related blog does not agree with what others may think on issues such as 
marriage and abortion, does not mean Amy or her business lack the right to free speech. Laws that restrict such 
freedom are unduly burdensome and as in this case can even mean loss of livelihood.” 

Full details about this case are available here. 

Wisconsin Family Action has monitored and been involved in protecting conscience rights and religious 
freedom in Wisconsin for more than a decade. 
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Wisconsin Family Action is a statewide organization engaged in strengthening, preserving and promoting marriage, family, life and religious liberty 
in Wisconsin. 
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